PolyAgboard® cornerposts, made from a high density polyethylene, provide added protection for loads during shipping and handling. Its high strength characteristics tolerate higher strapping tensions, allowing for a tighter, more unitized pallet. Combined, these characteristics help ensure that your pallets arrive at their destinations in excellent condition, eliminating rejection rates and ensuring high customer satisfaction.

PolyAgboard is stronger yet lighter weight than other cornerpost products, enabling more cornerposts per truckload which can significantly reduce your freight costs.

**Specifications**

PolyAgboard sizes are based on the following dimensions*:

A  **Leg length one**—
   Available from 1.5–3.0 inches (38.1 mm - 76.2 mm)

B  **Leg length two**—
   Available from 1.5–3.0 inches (38.1 mm - 76.2 mm)

C  **Length**—
   Available from 9 - 144 inches (228.6 mm - 3,658 mm)

*Together, the PolyAgboard leg lengths cannot exceed 6 inches (152.4 mm)

**Weight per foot:**

- **Minimum**—
  .100 lbs (.045 kg)

- **Maximum**—
  .225 lbs (.102 kg)